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Closed mapping theorems on k-spaces
with point-countable k-networks
A. Shibakov
Abstract. We prove some closed mapping theorems on k-spaces with point-countable
k-networks. One of them generalizes Lašnev’s theorem. We also construct an example
of a Hausdorff space Ur with a countable base that admits a closed map onto metric
space which is not compact-covering. Another our result says that a k-space X with
a point-countable k-network admitting a closed surjection which is not compact-covering
contains a closed copy of Ur.
Keywords: k-space, k-network, closed map, compact-covering map
Classification: 54B10, 54A20
1. Introduction and preliminary results
A collection γ of subsets of X is called point-countable if every point x ∈ X
belongs to at most countably many ξ ∈ γ. This concept plays an important role
in the theory of generalized metric spaces (see [GMT], [T] and references there).
Usually point-countable collections with some additional properties on topological
spaces are investigated. One of the most useful is the property to be a k-network.
Recall that a family γ of subsets of a topological space X is a k-network if for
every compact K ⊆ X and any open U ⊇ K there is finite γK ⊆ γ such that
K ⊆ ∪γK ⊆ U . On the other hand, in some interesting classes of spaces (for
example in the class of k-spaces), spaces with special point-countable collections
turn out to be related to spaces having point-countable k-networks. In several
papers it was shown that k-spaces with point-countable k-networks borrow many
basic features from metrizable spaces. Thus every such space is sequential (see
e.g. [GMT]); in the case when a point-countable k-network consists of closed sets,
a k-space with such network is an image of a metric space under a quotient s-
map (see [GMT]; recall that s-map is a map with separable fibres). The papers
[GMT] and [H] contain characterizations of quotient s-images of metric spaces as
spaces having a special type of k-networks. In addition to these results, there
is a description of k-spaces with point-countable k-networks as images of metric
spaces under special quotient maps in the paper [V1]. Hence k-spaces with point-
countable k-networks may be considered to be a nontrivial generalization of metric
spaces.
In this paper we try to show that classes of metric spaces and k-spaces with
point-countable k-networks not only have the common origin, not only ‘geneti-
cally’ close but also have some ‘categorical’ likenesses. We prove generalizations
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of two well-known theorems from the metrizable spaces theory: Arkhangel’skii’s
theorem ([A]) saying that every closed mapping of metrizable space is compact-
covering (see below for the definition of a compact-covering map) and Lašnev’s
theorem ([L]) on the set of all points at which a given closed map with a metriz-
able domain is compact (i.e. the preimage of the point is compact). It seems
worthwhile to note that the theorems obtained by replacing metrizable space
in the theorems of Arkhangel’skii and Lašnev by k-spaces with point-countable
k-networks are not true. So Proposition 2.3 says that if a closed map with the do-
main being a k-space with a point-countable k-network is not compact-covering,
then the space contains a closed copy of a canonical space. The canonical space is
not regular so this corollary generalizes Arkhangel’skii’s theorem. Likewise Theo-
rem 3.6 which generalizes Lašnev’s theorem imposes some restrictions on a range
of a closed map. For technical purposes we introduce a class of point-countable
networks which is closely connected with the class of k-networks (see Lemma 1.2).
We use standard notation for main topological operations and invariants. By
[A]X or [A], if X is clear, we denote a closure of A ⊆ X in the topological spaceX .
By card(X) we denote the cardinality of X , exp(X) = {F | F ⊆ X}. We use the
following cardinal invariants: d(X) = min{τ | [A] = X, card(A) = τ} (density of
X), t(X) = min{τ | x ∈ [A] ⊆ X ⇒ x ∈ [T ], card(T ) ≤ τ, T ⊆ A ⊆ X} (tightness
of X). A map f : X → Y is called compact-covering or simply k-covering if every
compact K ⊆ Y is a subset of an image of some compact K ′ ⊆ X . Analogously
f is sequence-covering (see [GMT]) if any convergent sequence in Y is a subset of
an image of some compact K ⊆ X , and f is called cc-covering if every countably-
compact subset of Y is a subset of an image of a countably compact subset of X .
All spaces are assumed to be Hausdorff and all maps to be continuous and onto.
Definition 1.1. Let γ be a network for a topological space X . Let us say that
γ is an s-network for X if for any A 6= [A] ⊆ X there exists a point x ∈ X with
the following property:
(∗γ,A) for any open neighborhood U of x there is ξ ∈ γ such that ξ ⊆ U ,
card(ξ ∩ A) ≥ ℵ0 (it follows that x ∈ [A]).
Let Y ⊆ X and γ be a network for Y . We say that γ is an exterior s-network
for Y in X if for every A ⊆ Y such that [A]X 6= A there exists a point x ∈ X with
the property ∗γ,A (a neighborhood U appearing in this property is supposed to be
open in X). We call a space X nearmonolite if every countable subset of X has
a countable exterior s-network in X . The class of nearmonolite spaces contains
classes of spaces with point-countable s-networks and strongly-ℵ0-monolite spaces
(i.e. spaces in which a closure of any countable set has a countable base).
The following simple lemma shows some connections between k-networks and
s-networks.
Lemma 1.2. (a) Every point-countable s-network is a k-network. In k-spaces
every k-network is an s-network.
(b) If γ is an s-network for X and U is an open cover of X , then γ′ =
{ξ ∈ γ | ξ ⊆ U ∈ U} is an s-network. 
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Proposition 1.3. Let f : X → Y be a closed map and X have a point-countable
s-network. Then Y has a point-countable s-network.
Proof: For every point y ∈ Y we choose a point xy ∈ f−1(y). Let Xf =
{xy | y ∈ Y }. If γ is a point-countable s-network for X , then we have written
γf = {ξ ∩ Xf | ξ ∈ γ}, δ = {f(λ) | λ ∈ γf}. Now δ is point-countable and using
the closedness of f it may be easily proved that δ is an s-network. 
Next two lemmas will be used in the proof of Theorem 2.2.
Let t : ω2 → Γ ⊆ X be a bijection. Then we say that a pair (t,Γ) is a table
in X . A set θ ⊆ ω2 will be called thin (thick) if card(θ) ≥ ℵ0 and for any
n0 ∈ ω the following holds: card({m ∈ ω | (n0, m) ∈ θ}) < ℵ0 (card({n ∈ ω |
card(({n} × ω) ∩ θ) ≥ ℵ0}) ≥ ℵ0, respectively). We say that a set Γθ = t(θ) ⊆ X
is thin (thick) if θ ⊆ ω2 is a thin (thick) set.
Lemma 1.4. Let (t,Γ) be a table in X and Γ has a countable exterior s-network.
Then there exists a thin set Γθ′ = Γ\Γθ for some Γθ ⊆ Γ such that for any
thin set κ ⊆ θ there is a thick set σ such that for any open neighborhood U of
a nonempty set of all cluster points of an arbitrary thin set Γκ′ where κ
′ ⊆ σ, we
have U ∩ Γκ\f 6= ∅, where f ⊆ ω
2 is finite.
Proof: Let γ be a countable exterior s-network for Γ. Without loss of generality
we may assume that γ is closed under finite unions and intersections and that
Γ\f ∈ γ for any finite f ⊆ Γ. Let Ξ = {ξi | i ∈ ω} ⊆ γ be the set of all such
ξi ∈ γ that the set Γ\(ξi ∪ Γ{0,... ,ni}×ω) is thin for some ni ∈ ω. Without loss of







ξk) ∩ Γ{ni+1,... ,ni+1}×ω).
Then Γ\Γθ is a thin set by the way ξi’s and ni’s were chosen. Let now κ ⊆ θ
be an arbitrary thin set. Let M = {µi | i ∈ ω} ⊆ γ be the set of all µi ∈
γ such that µi /∈ Ξ and µi ∩ Γκ = ∅. We will show that M is closed under
finite unions. Let M ′ ⊆ M be finite. Then µ = ∪M ′ ∈ γ, µ ∩ Γκ = ∅. Let
us prove that µ /∈ Ξ. Suppose not, then µ = ξk for some k ∈ ω. Since κ
is infinite and thin, then there exists n′ > nk such that (n
′, m) ∈ κ for some
m ∈ ω. Since κ ⊆ θ, then t(n′, m) ∈
⋂
i≤k ξi ⊆ ξk = µ. But µ ∩ Γκ = ∅.
A contradiction. Hence µ /∈ Ξ and µ ∈ M . For every i ∈ ω choose mi ∈ ω such
that card(t({mi} × ω)\
⋃
j≤i µj) ≥ ℵ0, mi+1 > mi. It is possible since otherwise
there is j ∈ ω such that Γ\(
⋃
i≤j µi ∩ (Γ\Γ{0,... ,mj}×ω)) is thin for some mj ∈ ω.
Then
⋃
i≤j µi ∈ Ξ contradicting
⋃








By the way µi’s and mi’s were chosen σ is a thick set. Let κ
′ ⊆ σ be a thin
set, B 6= ∅ be the set of all cluster points of Γκ′ . Suppose that there is an open
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neighborhood U ⊇ B such that U ∩ Γκ\f = ∅ for some finite f ⊆ ω
2. Then
T = (U ∩ Γκ′)\{x}, x ∈ B is not closed and (since [T ] ⊆ U) [T ] ⊆ X\[Γκ\f ].
Then there exists ξ ∈ γ such that ξ ∩ [Γκ\f ] = ∅ and card(ξ ∩ T ) ≥ ℵ0. Since
ξ\Γf ∈ γ we may assume that ξ ∩ [Γκ] = ∅. Then there are two possibilities:
1. ξ /∈ M . Then it follows from ξ ∈ γ, ξ ∩ Γκ = ∅ that ξ ∈ Ξ. But then
ξ ∩ Γκ 6= ∅. A contradiction.
2. ξ ∈ M . Then ξ = µi for some i ∈ ω. Since ξ ∩ Γκ′ is infinite and thin, there
is n ∈ ω, n ≥ i such that t(mn, k) ∈ ξ = µi and (mn, k) ∈ κ
′ for some k ∈ ω. But
t(mn, k) ∈ t({mn} × ω)\
⋃
j≤n µj ⊆ X\µi. A contradiction. 
Lemma 1.5. Let K ⊆ X be relatively countably compact in X and x ∈ X be
a cluster point for K. Let K have an exterior point-countable s-network in X .
Then there exists a sequence S = {xn | n ∈ ω} ⊆ K such that xn → x as n → ∞.
Proof: Consider the subfamily δ ⊆ γ consisting of all ξ ∈ γ such that [ξ] 6∋ x.
For any y ∈ K let {ξi(y) | i ∈ ω} = {ξ ∈ δ | y ∈ ξ}. Choose by induction xi’s
such that xi 6= x and xi /∈ ∪{ξk(xn) | k, n < i}. Suppose that at one moment
we have K\ ∪ {ξk(xn) | k, n < i} = {x}. Then K\[∪{ξk(xn) | k, n < i}] = {x}
contradicting x is a cluster point for K. Hence we may assume that xi 6= xj if
i 6= j. We will prove that xi → x as i → ∞.
Since K is relatively countably compact, the set S = {xn | n ∈ ω} has a cluster
point x′. Let us prove that x = x′. Suppose not. Then we can find two open
neighborhoods U ∋ x and V ∋ x′ such that U ∩V = ∅. The set R = (S ∩V )\{x′}
is not closed. Then there is a point x′′ ∈ X having the property ∗γ,R; x
′′ ∈ [R], so
x′′ 6= x. Choose U ′ and V ′-open in X such that x ∈ U ′, x′′ ∈ V ′ and U ′ ∩V ′ = ∅.
Using ∗γ,R find ξ ∈ γ such that ξ ∈ V
′, card(ξ ∩ S) ≥ ℵ0. Then ξ ∈ δ. But then
ξ = ξi(xj) for some i, j ∈ ω and xk /∈ ξi(xj) = ξ if k > max{i, j} contradicting
card(ξ ∩ S) ≥ ℵ0. Now S is relatively countably compact and has unique cluster
point. Hence S is a convergent sequence. 
2. Closed and compact-covering mappings and spaces with certain
point-countable collections
In this section we prove two theorems on closed mappings with the domain
having certain networks. First of them (Theorem 2.2) deals with the property
to be a cc-covering map and the second one (Theorem 2.4) gives a sufficient
condition for a closed map from a k-space with a point-countable k-network to
be compact-covering.
In our following example we construct a k-space with point-countable s-network
(with countable base indeed) and a closed map from it onto a convergent sequence
which is not k-covering. The theorem after the example shows that a map with
such properties is in obvious sense unique in the class of k-spaces with point-
countable k-networks.
Example 2.1. Consider the set L = ω2 ∪ {p} ∪ {pi | i ∈ ω}. Let L have the
topology defined as follows:
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1. All points x ∈ ω2 are isolated.
2. The typical neighborhood of point pi is defined to be Bk(pi) = {pi}∪ ({i}×
(ω\{0, . . . , k})).
3. The typical neighborhood of p is Bk(p) = {p} ∪ (ω2\({0, . . . , k} × ω)).
We will denote the obtained space as Ur. It is easy to check that the quotient
space Sq obtained from Ur by identifying all points x ∈ {p} ∪ {pi | i ∈ ω} is
homeomorphic to a convergent sequence. Besides, the corresponding quotient
map p : Ur → Sq is closed and is not compact-covering. 
Theorem 2.2. Let X be a nearmonolite space, f : X → Y be a closed map

















Proof: Let C ⊆ Y be an arbitrary countably compact subspace of Y . For every
point y ∈ C choose a point xy such that f(xy) = y. Let us consider the set C′ =
{xy | y ∈ C} ⊆ X . Since f is closed and C is countably compact, C′ is relatively
countably compact. We let K =
⋃
{[S] | S ⊆ C′, card(S) ≤ ℵ0}. It follows from
the fact that f is not cc-covering that K is not countably compact. Then there is
closed in X discrete subset D = {di | i ∈ ω} ⊆ K. Since C
′ is relatively countably
compact and f(C′) ⊆ C, we may assume that D ⊆ K\C′ and card(f(D)) = 1.
By the definition of K for every di there is a countable set Si ⊆ C
′ such that
[Si] ∋ di. Since X is nearmonolite, every Si has a countable exterior s-network.
By virtue of Lemma 1.5 there is Γ = {xin | i, n ∈ ω} ⊆
⋃
i∈ω Si ⊆ C
′ such that




m) if (i, n) 6= (j, m). Let
t(n, m) = xnm. Then (t,Γ) is a table in X . We will use the notation of Lemma 1.4.
Using the fact that C′ is relatively countably compact and Lemma 1.5, we obtain
that there is a sequence Γκ = {x
ki
li
| i ∈ ω} ⊆ Γθ, x
ki
li
→ x as i → ∞, ki+1 > ki;







t(ni, mj), (ni, mj) 6= (ni′ , mj′) if (i, j) 6= (i
′, j′)
and x 6= di for every i ∈ ω. Let U ∋ x be an arbitrary open set. We shall prove
that for some n ∈ ω
(2) Γσ\(U ∪ Γ{0,... ,n}×ω) = ∅.
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Suppose the contrary. Then it follows from Lemma 1.5 and the properties of C′
that there is a thin set Γκ′ = {x
′
i | i ∈ ω}, x
′
i → x
′ as i → ∞, κ′ ⊆ σ such
that Γκ′ ⊆ Γ\U . x ∈ U 6∋ x
′ implies that x 6= x′. Then there exist W ∋ x′ and
V ∋ x such that W ∩ V = ∅. This contradicts Lemma 1.4 since x is the unique
cluster point of Γκ and Γκ′\W is finite. Let now h(n, m) = t(nn, mm), h(p) = x,
h(pi) = dni . It is easy to check now that h : Ur → X is a closed embedding (it
easily follows from (1) and (2); closedness is checked as (2) using Lemma 1.4).
Since Y is Hausdorff we have that f(D) = {f(x)} so h′ automatically exists. 
Now Lemma 1.2 gives:
Proposition 2.3. Let X be a k-space with a point-countable k-network which
admits a closed onto map that is not compact-covering. Then X contains a closed
copy of Ur. 
Using the fact that Ur is not regular and has no closed point-countable k-
network (see [V1], the proof for the last example there works for Ur too) we come
to the following proposition which generalizes Arkhangel’skii’s theorem ([A]):
Theorem 2.4. Let X be a k-space with a point-countable k-network. If X is
regular or has a closed point-countable k-network, then any closed map f : X → Y
is k-covering. 
Proposition 2.5. Let X be a k-space with a point-countable k-network. Then
the following are equivalent for Hausdorff Y :
1. Every closed map f : X → Y is sequence-covering.
2. Every closed map f : X → Y is k-covering.
Proof: The implication 2 ⇒ 1 is obvious. Let us prove that 1 ⇒ 2. If there is
a map f : X → Y which is not k-covering then by Theorem 2.2 and Lemma 1.2 (a)
we have the commutative diagram (∗). Let q : X → Z be the map which shrinks
the set f−1f(h(p)), p ∈ Ur to a point. It is easy to check that Z is Hausdorff and
that q is not sequence-covering. 
3. Around Lašnev’s theorem
To obtain a generalization of Lašnev’s theorem (Theorem 3.6) we need some
preliminary results on closed mappings.
Let us recall the well-known construction of Alexandroff double which assigns
to an arbitrary topological space X and its subspace Y a space AD(X, Y ) =
X × {0} ∪ Y × {1} with the following topology:
1. Every point y ∈ Y × {1} is isolated.
2. Every point (x, 0) ∈ X × {0} has the following neighborhoods: U × {0} ∪
(U ∩ Y )× {1}\{(x, 1)}.
It is easily seen that the natural projection πAD : AD(X, Y ) → X , where
πAD((x, i)) = x, i ∈ {0, 1} is a perfect map.
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Lemma 3.1. Let Y ⊆ X . Then a closed map f : Z → X such that Z is a space
with a point-countable s-network and f−1(y) is not compact for every y ∈ Y
exists if and only if AD(X, Y ) has a point-countable s-network.
Proof: Let f : Z → X be a closed map such that Z has a point-countable
s-network and f−1(y) is not compact for every y ∈ Y ⊆ X . Then for every y ∈ Y
there is Ay = {a
i
y | i = 1, 2, . . . } ⊆ f
−1(y) — a countable discrete subset of Z. We
denote Ai = {ajy | j ≥ i, y ∈ Y }, B
i = {aiy | y ∈ Y }. Let γ be a point-countable
s-network for Z. By Proposition 1.3 X has a point-countable s-network, say γ′.




{f(ξ∩Ai)×{1} | ξ ∈ γ}∪{f(ξ∩Bi)×{1} | ξ ∈ γ}∪{ξ′×{0} | ξ′ ∈ γ′}
is an s-network for AD(X, Y ); obviously δ is point-countable.
Let A ⊆ AD(X, Y ) and A 6= [A]. Then either A∩ (X ×{0}) 6= [A∩ (X ×{0})]
or A∩ (Y ×{1}) 6= [A∩ (Y ×{1})]. Let us consider the second case (the first one
is trivial). First assume that card(A) ≤ ℵ0. Let B = πAD(A ∩ Y × {1}) ⊆ X ,
B = {bi | i = 1, 2, . . .}. Removing a cluster point from B if necessary we may
assume that B 6= [B]. Since f is a closed map, the set C = {aibi | i = 1, 2, . . . }
is not closed in Z. Let z ∈ Z be a point with property ∗γ,C . Then z /∈ A
n for
some n = 1, 2, . . . . We will prove that x = (f(z), 0) has property (∗δ,A). Indeed,
let U ∈ AD(X, Y ) be an arbitrary neighborhood of x. We may assume that
U = U ′×{0}∪((U ′∩Y )×{1}\{(f(z), 1)}), where U ′ is some open neighborhood of
f(z). Consider the following neighborhood of z: V = f−1(U ′)\(f−1(f(z))∩An).
Since z has property ∗γ,C there is ξ ∈ γ such that ξ ⊆ V and card(ξ ∩ C) ≥ ℵ0.
Then η = f(ξ ∩An)×{1} ∈ δ and η ⊆ U , card(η ∩A) = card(η ∩ f(C)) ≥ ℵ0. So
x has property ∗δ,A.
Let now card(A) > ℵ0. Then there are two possibilities:
1. There is E ⊆ A such that E 6= [E] ⊆ AD(X, Y ) and card(E) ≤ ℵ0.
2. For any E ⊆ A such that card(E) ≤ ℵ0 E is closed in AD(X, Y ).
Case 1 may be easily reduced to the case when card(A) ≤ ℵ0. Consider Case 2.
Let B = π(A∩Y ×{1}) ⊆ X . Again assume B 6= [B]. Put C = f−1(B)∩B1. By
the property of A and construction of B1 every countable subset of C is closed.
Since f is a closed map, C is not closed in Z. Let z ∈ Z be a point with property
∗γ,C . Suppose f(z) ∈ Y . Since γ is point-countable, the set
γz = {ξ ⊆ γ | a
1
f(z) ∈ ξ, z
′ ∈ ξ ∩ C, z′ 6= z for some z′ ∈ Z}
is countable. Now γz = {ξi | i = 1, 2, . . . }. Choose zi so that zi ∈ (ξi ∩C)\{z} for
i = 1, 2, . . . then C ⊃ [{zi | i = 1, 2, . . .}] = {zi | i = 1, 2, . . .} 6∋ z. We will show
that (f(z), 0) = x has property ∗δ,A. Let U = U
′×{0}∪(U ′∩Y )×{1}\{(f(z), 1)},
where U ′ is open in X , be a neighborhood of x. Then there exists ξ ∈ γ such
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that ξ ⊆ f−1(U ′)\[{zi | i = 1, 2, . . . }], card(ξ ∩ C) ≥ ℵ0. If a
1
f(z) ∈ ξ then
ξ ∈ γz, zi ∈ ξ for some i ∈ ω contradicting ξ ⊆ Z\[{zi | i = 1, 2, . . .}]. Now
f(z) /∈ f(ξ ∩ B1) and thus η = f(ξ ∩ B1)× {1} ∈ δ, η ⊆ U . The case f(z) /∈ Y is
similar.
Let now AD(X, Y ) = X × {0} ∪ Y × {1} have a point-countable s-network γ.
Consider the space Z = X × {0} ∪ Y × {1, 2, . . .} with the topology defined as
follows:
1. Every point y ∈ Y × {1, 2, . . .} is isolated.
2. Every point (x, 0) ∈ X × {0} has the following neighborhoods:
U × {0} ∪ ((U\{x})× {1, 2, . . .}).
It is easily seen that the natural projection π : Z → X , π((x, i)) = x is a closed
map and π−1(y), y ∈ Y is a countable discrete space. Now if γ ⊆ exp(AD(X, Y ))
is a point-countable s-network then
γ′ = {ξ′ | ξ′ = (ξ0×{0}∪ξ1×{1, 2, . . .}), (ξ0×{0}∪ξ1×{1}) ∈ γ}∪{{z} | z ∈ Z}
is a point-countable s-network for Z. 
Definition 3.2. Let X be a topological space, γ be a cover of X . We say
that γ is a q-cover of X if for any point x ∈ X there is a countable family
Ξx = {ξi ∈ γ | x ∈ ξi, i ∈ ω} such that every sequence S = {xi}i∈ω, xi ∈ ξi,
i ∈ ω is either trivial (i.e. card(S) < ℵ0) or has a cluster point.
Obviously every point-countable network is a q-cover and every cover consisting
of compacts is a q-cover.
Lemma 3.3. Let X be a space with a point-countable s-network δ, f : X → Y
be a perfect map and Y have a q-cover γ. Then for every ξ ∈ γ we can choose
a countable family {δiξ}i∈ω ⊆ δ such that α = {δ
i
ξ ∩ f
−1(ξ) | ξ ∈ γ, i ∈ ω} is
a network for X .
Proof: Let δξ ⊆ δ for some ξ ∈ γ consist of all δ
′
ξ ∈ δ such that there is
δξ ⊆ δ such that δξ ∪ {δ′ξ} is a finite minimal cover of f
−1(ξ). By virtue of
Mǐsčenko lemma ([Mǐs]) δξ is countable. So δξ = {δ
i
ξ}i∈ω. We shall prove that
α = {δiξ ∩ f
−1(ξ) | ξ ∈ γ, i ∈ ω} is a network for X . Let x ∈ X be an arbitrary
point and U ∋ x be an arbitrary open neighborhood of x. Consider the following
family:
β = {η ∈ δ | η 6∋ x or η ⊆ U} ⊆ δ.
By Lemma 1.2 (b) β is an s-network. For every point z ∈ X we have written
{βi(z)}i∈ω = {η ∈ β | z ∈ η}. Obviously it is enough to prove that for some
ξ ∈ γ, ξ ∋ f(x) there is finite βξ ⊆ β that covers f−1(ξ). Suppose the contrary.
Using the fact that γ is a q-cover we choose a countable family Ξf(x) ⊆ γ with
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the property announced in Definition 3.2. Then by induction choose xi ∈ X ,
i ∈ ω such that xi ∈ f
−1(ξi)\(
⋃
{βj(xk) | j, k ≤ i}). By the property of Ξf(x)
the sequence S = {yi}i∈ω provided yi = f(xi) is either trivial or has a cluster
point. Since f is perfect, and xi 6= xj when i 6= j by the way xi’s were chosen
there is x′ ∈ f−1(y) for some y ∈ Y which is a cluster point for T = {xi}i∈ω.
Then β being s-network provides existence of η′ ⊆ β such that card(η′ ∩T ) ≥ ℵ0.
Then η′ = βm(xn) for some n, m ∈ ω and xl /∈ η
′ provided l > max{m, n}. But
card(η′ ∩ T ) ≥ ℵ0. This contradiction concludes the proof. 
Theorem 3.4. Let X have a point-countable s-network, f : X → Y be a closed
mapping, γ be a q-cover of Y . Let also Z ⊆ Y be a set of points at which f is
not compact, i.e. f−1(z) is not compact for every z ∈ Z. Then for every ξ ∈ γ
there is countable Sξ ⊆ ξ such that Z =
⋃
ξ∈γ Sξ.
Proof: By Lemma 3.1 AD(Y, Z) has a point-countable s-network. Then us-
ing the fact that the natural projection πAD : AD(Y, Z) → Y is perfect and
Lemma 3.3, we obtain that there exists a network α such that for any ξ ∈ γ there
is countable αξ ⊆ α, η ⊆ π
−1
AD(ξ) for every η ∈ αξ and
⋃
ξ∈γ αξ = α. But any net-
work for AD(Y, Z) has to contain the family Z = {{x} | x ∈ Z×{1} ⊆ AD(Y, Z)}.
Then letting Sξ = πAD(
⋃
(αξ ∩ Z)) completes the proof. 
The following definition may be found in [V2].
Definition 3.5 ([V2]). Let X be a topological space, γ be a family of subsets
of X . Then γ is called a d-family if every subset of the form D = {xξ | xξ ∈
X, xξ ∈ ξ ∈ γ} is a closed discrete subspace of X .
It is easy to see that a closed image of a d-family is a d-family and every locally-
finite collection is a d-family. Now σ-d-family (σ-d-network) is a family (network)
which may be represented as a union of countably many d-families. In particular,
every σ-locally finite network is a σ-d-network.
Corollary 3.4.1. Let X have a point-countable s-network, f : X → Y be
a closed map and Y have a σ-d-network γ. Then f−1(y) is compact for every
y ∈ Y \Q, where Q =
⋃
n∈ω Qn and every D ⊆ Qn, n ∈ ω such that card(D) ≤ ℵ1
is a closed discrete subspace of Y .
Hint of proof. We have that γ =
⋃
n∈ω γn where every γn, n ∈ ω is a d-family.
First we let:












Then it may be easily shown that γ′ is a q-cover. Finally Theorem 3.4 and the
property of γn to be a d-family are used to complete the proof. 
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Corollary 3.4.2. Let X have a point-countable s-network, f : X → Y be
a closed map and Y have a σ-d-cover γ consisting of compacts. Then f−1(y)
is compact for every y ∈ Y \Q, where Q =
⋃
n∈ω Qn and every Qn, n ∈ ω is
a closed discrete subspace of Y .
Proof: Obviously γ is a q-cover. Then the use of Theorem 3.4 concludes the
proof. 
The following theorem generalizes Lašnev’s theorem ([L]):
Theorem 3.6. Let X be a k-space having a point-countable k-network, f : X →
Y be a closed map and Y have a σ-d-network. Then f−1(y) is compact for every
y ∈ Y \Q, where Q =
⋃
n∈ω Qn and every Qn, n ∈ ω is a closed discrete subspace
of Y .
Proof: This obviously follows from Corollary 3.4.1 and Lemma 1.2 (a) for in this
situation Y has a point countable k-network (Lemma 1.2 (a) and Proposition 1.3)
and being a k-space has countable tightness (t(Y ) = ℵ0) (in fact Y is sequential;
see [GMT]). 
Proposition 3.7. Let X have a point-countable base, f : X → Y be a closed
map, Y be regular and d(Y ) = τ . Then f−1(y) is compact for every y ∈ Y \Q for
some Q, card(Q) ≤ τ .
Hint of proof. First we prove the following lemma:
Lemma 3.8. Let Y be a regular Fréchet-Urysohn space with a point-countable
k-network and d(Y ) = τ . Then Y has a point-countable k-network γ such that
card(γ) ≤ τ . 
Then we apply Lemma 1.2 and Proposition 1.3 to see that Y satisfies the
conditions of Lemma 3.8. Now we may use Theorem 3.4 which completes the
proof. 
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